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Stampede Named Exclusive North and South American Distributor
for isiQiri Q-Screen
“Shooting Gallery” to Highlight Q-Screen’s Interactivity at Stampede’s Western-Themed InfoComm Booth

Orlando, FL, May 31, 2011 — Stampede, the leading value-added distributor of professional audio video (ProAV)
solutions, has been named the exclusive North and South American distributor for isiQiri’s Q-Screen. Q-Screen is a
unique, patented technology that transforms any standard front projection screen into a fully interactive, multi-user, multitouch screen. Visitors to InfoComm ‘11 in Orlando will be able to interact with isiQiri’s Q-Screen through a fun “shooting
gallery” on a massive 12’ screen at Stampede’s Western-themed booth (location #2575).
Q-Screen is a unique, patented, light-conductive foil system which, when added to the rear side of front projection
systems, creates a completely interactive surface. The Q-Screen interactive experience is controlled using up to four
discrete laser, “Q-pointer” devices, bringing true multi-user, multi-point interaction to standard projection screens. QScreen is entirely modular and can therefore be built to accommodate anything from 6’ diagonal to cinema scale screens.
Because of its unique properties, the Q-foil modules can also accommodate curved or large dome projection surfaces.
“It’s a truly unique innovation,” says Bob Senior, isiQiri’s president, who is responsible for the company’s U.S.
market entry. “It will open new avenues of interactivity and reinvigorate the projection industry bringing new market
opportunities and leveraging the growing content base of multi-user, multi-touch material. We are also very excited about
our partnership with Stampede, who has the reputation, reach and professionalism to help us bring this unique new
product to market.”
“The Q-Screen Shooting Gallery will be the star attraction of our InfoComm booth,” said Kevin Kelly, Stampede
president and COO. “Once they see it in action, our dealers are going to enthusiastically embrace this technology. The QScreen gives dealers a sales opportunity for customers who were previously reluctant to completely change over to a new
interactive system. With Q-Screen dealers can offer a quick, easy and affordable upgrade to state-of-the-art technology.
This is just what the market is demanding.”
Stampede’s booth will be in location #2575 at InfoComm ‘11. isiQiri’s Q-Screens can also be found in Stampede’s
“Big Book of AV,” available online at BigBookofAV.com.

About Stampede Presentation Products
Known for its value-added distribution, Amherst, NY-based Stampede is the leading distributor of presentation
equipment including LCD/DLP projectors and flat panel displays. Stampede provides a complete range of brand name
presentation equipment to a variety of audio/video, computer, and home theater resellers and integrators in the United
States, Canada and Latin America. These resellers rely on Stampede for value-added services in distribution, marketing
and solution-based sales. Stampede annually produces the “Big Book of AV,” a 816-page catalog and companion website
(www.BigBookofAV.com) providing hundreds of sales, installation and spec tips for Stampede’s dealers in addition to
product details on more than 5,000 SKUs. For more information on Stampede, log onto www.stampedeglobal.com.
About isiQiri Interface Technologies
Based in San Jose, CA, USA, and Hagenberg, Austria, isiQiri is a market leader in the design and implementation of
multi-user, multi-touch man/machine interactivity. It’s patented, Q-Foil, light transmissive film is the basis of a range of
products, the first of which, Q-Screen, brings multi-input interactivity to very large and extremely varied formats of
projection screens. For more information on isiQiri, log onto www.isiqiri.com
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